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With this new edition, Eric Chiang transforms CoreMicroeconomics into a text/media resource well

attuned to todayâ€™s students. Long active in the economics education community, Chiang brings

a contemporary teacherâ€™s perspective to the book, supporting a variety of learning approaches

by introducing modern topics, new pedagogy, a more visual presentation, and well-integrated media

tools. All this while maintaining the bookâ€™s defining focus on just those topics instructors cover

most often in the course.SeeÂ what's in theÂ LaunchPad
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Originally when I ordered the book from this company, after two weeks I had not received it. So I

emailed the company stating that I had not received the book. The following day I received an email

stating that their records showed that the book had been shipped out but that they would refund my

money anyway. The book was cheap, only $3.99 I believe so it wasn't about the money but I had

been inconvenienced a little by not having the book by the time school started. But, the fast reply to

my inquiry, and the fact that they refunded me my money so fast even though the delay in shipping

wasn't there fault is what made me give such a high review for this product. Two weeks after

sending and receiving the emails I finally got my book in the mail in the condition that was

described. I would definitely do business with this company in the future.

The product was received in perfect condition. It was a lot cheaper than purchasing new. It was not

marked up at all. The only thing that I was not too pleased about was that it took a long time to



reach me. It did fall within the time specified but it just happened to be at the latest date given.

I got this book for my Micro class and it had all the information that I needed to complete my online

class. It seemed brand new and had no weird smells, writing on the pages, missing pages, or

rips/tears.I love renting my textbooks from , it saves you A LOT of money and is super easy to order

and return! I will rent from  as long as the textbooks I need are available to rent.

If you need this textbook to use with the online course be aware that it does NOT INCLUDE THE

CODE!

It's a pretty good book information wise, a bit dense on information at some points and likes to use

shorthand a lot once topics are introduced. But it's college so it's a pretty good book.

Definitely used. But rarely any marks. Older version but still essential to the course. Thank you very

much. I saved a bunch by purchasing this copy.

Good for what it is, a textbook. Showed up on time and in good condition. I recommend going this

route if you need this textbook.

needed this for school and it sufficed. Wouldn't buy this book new, but a rather interesting read.

Good book for school.
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